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Prometheus Planning & Scheduling 

• Dramatically increases the functionality of Maximo 

• Drives increased wrench time and resource utilization 

• Easily identifies under/over allocation of resources   
 through an intuitive heat map

• Reduces downtime on critical assets 

• We partner with IBM to ensure our products are always   
 compatible with Maximo 

Advantages

Key Capabilities
Prometheus Planning & Scheduling for Maximo is made up of four key modules designed to integrate with 
each other and Maximo.  

vScheduler 
Comprehensive, powerful, and easy-to-use planning 
and scheduling tool that allows for virtually any size 
data set without impacting Maximo’s performance: the 
graphical scheduler and intuitive heat map make it 
easier than ever before to improve the accuracy and 
efficiency of your planning and scheduling

vJobPlan
Configurable, detailed views of your Maximo Job Plans 
allow you to quickly determine where duration and 
timing changes will increase scheduling accuracy  

vCalendar
Graphic interface that provides insight into labor, 
craft, and crew calendars, and gives you the power 
to modify them with a single click

vTimeSheet
Provides a side-by-side view of planned hours vs. 
actual hours; workers only need to change records 
where deviations exist 

Prometheus Planning & Scheduling for Maximo (AKWIRE) offers an out-of-the-box solution that streamlines maintenance 
processes and increases the functionality of your Maximo system. The solution includes tools to improve and enhances 
every stage of the maintenance workflow, all while keeping a single source of truth within Maximo. 

Unlike other Maximo enhancement platforms, Prometheus Planning & Scheduling for Maximo offers:  

• Low code configurability that allows for a quick implementation

• Intuitive interface maximizes the information you see on one screen 

Prometheus solutions streamline workflow processes to eliminate 
redundancies and drive operational excellence.

for Maximo

LEARN MORE

https://www.prometheusgroup.com/solutions/planning-and-scheduling/planning-and-scheduling-for-maximo
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• Configurable and searchable to fit an organization’s 
 on-calendar management system 

• Robust Multi-shift support helps maintain order when   
 working with multiple dynamic calendars 

• Easily manage all worker and craft calendars from a  
 single interface 

• Maintain scheduling accuracy with visibility into any   
 calendar updates or changes to keep workers and crafts  
 on the same page 

Advantages

Key Capabilities

Manage multiple calendars 
and calendar exceptions 
on a single screen with 
minimal clicks

Quickly find different 
groupings of crafts to view 
their assigned calendar and 
labor availability 

Easily configurable 
reason codes 

Manage or edit a worker’s 
calendar, shift, supervisor, crew, 
availability, and push updates 
to Maximo 

Export calendars 
to Outlook 

Additional add-on features 
to better manage calendar 
exceptions 

Assign multiple calendars to a 
worker or crafts in real-time or 
on a recurring basis using 
Multi-shift support 

Enter exceptions against 
multiple resources, for 
multiple time periods 

The vCalendar tool of Prometheus Planning & Scheduling for Maximo (AKWIRE) allows teams to manage, edit, and share 
calendars and availability in seconds. Relying on an intuitive graphical user interface, users have increased visibility into 
the shift schedules of workers or crafts allowing for more control over time and resource management.  

With a user-friendly, easily configurable interface, an organization can efficiently leverage vCalendar to make seamless 
calendar changes without ever having to negatively disrupt workflow or schedules. 

Benefits include increased synchronization between workers, crews, and 
schedules/calendars, higher productivity, and reduced stress.

Prometheus solutions streamline workflow processes to eliminate 
redundancies and drive operational excellence.

Prometheus Planning & Scheduling 
for Maximo vCalendar

LEARN MORE

https://www.prometheusgroup.com/solutions/planning-and-scheduling/planning-and-scheduling-for-maximo
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• Review and revise your job plans quickly and easily 

• Update job plan hours with a single click 

• Configure and access analytics data to assess job plan   
 accuracy or any other metrics 

• All changes process through Maximo’s MBOs Analytics 

Advantages

Key Capabilities

Side by side views of planned 
task hours vs. average of actual 
hours over time allow a user to 
quickly assess the accuracy of 
existing plans 

View and edit multiple job 
plans on a single screen 

Side by side views of 
planned task hours vs 
actual hours 

Track and find seldomly used 
or unused job plans 

Carry out mass updates to 
one or many job plans 

Mass update a selection of Job 
Plan records to standardize 
verbiage, supervisors, craft 
requirements, and more 

A solution that provides a scheduling team with an effective process to submit accurate and complete job plans can 
positively maximize labor utilization, workforce efficiency, and equipment uptime. 

The vJobPlan tool of Prometheus Planning & Scheduling for Maximo (AKWIRE) gives you a configurable, detailed view 
of your Maximo Job Plans, allowing you to quickly determine where duration and timing changes would increase the 
accuracy of your scheduling activities. Embedded analytics give you the power to compare planned hours vs. actual for 
continuous improvement of your job planning activities.  

Compare planned hours vs. actual for continuous improvement.

Prometheus solutions streamline workflow processes to eliminate 
redundancies and drive operational excellence.

Prometheus Planning & Scheduling 
for Maximo vJobPlan

LEARN MORE

https://www.prometheusgroup.com/solutions/planning-and-scheduling/planning-and-scheduling-for-maximo
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• Share labor across multiple Work Zones 

• Automates routine tasks, providing more time for   
 planners and schedulers to concentrate on core duties 

• Add any field without a code change, including calculated  
 and derived fi elds that don’t exist in Maximo

• Workload heat maps provide an accurate view of 
 workforce availability  

• Create a PM forecast schedule without creating a single  
 work order in Maximo beforehand 

Advantages

Key Capabilities

Automatic recalculation of 
50+ metrics in real time 

Daily Work Sheet supplies 
simplified Excel-based templates 
for quick and easy assignments 

Forecast thousands of PMs 
(preventive maintenance tasks) 
for any time period in seconds 

Comprehensive planning and 
scheduling in an easy to use 
graphical format 

Handles large data sets 
without interfering with Maximo 
performance 

Receive instant notifications 
when break-ins and 
break-outs occur 

The benefits of integrating maintenance scheduling best practices include increased uptime, more productive 
technicians and craftspeople, increased safety, and reduced stress. Complementing your Maximo system with a 
scheduling solution that is configured to work with your processes, rather than changing your processes to work with 
your scheduling solution, provides a quick implementation and near immediate ROI. The vScheduler tool of Prometheus 
Planning & Scheduling for Maximo (AKWIRE) offers the features maintenance organizations need in a comprehensive 
scheduling tool and presents all the required information in an easy to use graphical format.

Benefits include: increased uptime, higher 
productivity,  and reduced stress.

Prometheus solutions streamline workflow processes to eliminate 
redundancies and drive operational excellence.

Prometheus Planning & Scheduling 
for Maximo vScheduler

LEARN MORE

https://www.prometheusgroup.com/solutions/planning-and-scheduling/planning-and-scheduling-for-maximo
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• Eliminate duplicate data entry 

• Easy to learn, straightforward functionality 

• Ensure all work is properly recorded 

• Change work order status for single or multiple records 

• Modeled on an Excel sheet to provide familiarity, but with  
 much more powerful tools 

Advantages

Key Capabilities

Single-screen time 
entry and approval 

Self-entry of hours 
worked or completed 

Summary rows ensure the 
correct hours are entered 

Accept hours as reported, or 
modify actuals and publish 

back to Maximo

 Navigate quickly to a desired 
date with minimal clicks 

User-friendly interface 

Management can enter, revise, 
approve, and track times for 
individuals or large groups 

View and modify hours for 
technician or craft over a 

selected period 

The vTimesheet tool within the Prometheus Planning & Scheduling for Maximo (AKWIRE) solution is designed to 
seamlessly integrate with Maximo and offers increased oversight over the time management of a technician or craft. 
vTimesheet provides users with the flexibility needed to view, change, approve, and share time entries or hours of 
workers and crafts. With this tool, teams can improve time accuracy on jobs worked and better manage worker and 
craft productivity.  

vTimesheet gives users access to a single-screen
time entry and approval tool.

Prometheus solutions streamline workflow processes to eliminate 
redundancies and drive operational excellence.

Prometheus Planning & Scheduling 
for Maximo vTimesheet

LEARN MORE

https://www.prometheusgroup.com/solutions/planning-and-scheduling/planning-and-scheduling-for-maximo

